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1. INTRODUC*~ION 
This paper began sometime ago with the question: Does every 
countable set of hyperdegrees have a minimal upper bound ? That 
question is still open, however the following partial answer is provided 
by Section 3. 
COROLLARY 3.14. If A is a countable admissible set that satisfies Z; 
dependent choice, then. the set of all hyperdegrees contained in A has a 
minimal upper bound. 
The search for minimal upper bounds uncovered the answer to a 
question raised by R. Platek: Is every countable admissible ordinal 
beyond w of the form wIx for some X C w ? (wIx is the least ordinal 
not recursive in X. Platek’s question was prompted by his observation 
that wl* is admissible for every X.) ‘Theorem 4.26 was proved by 
techniques originally developed to handle some special cases of Corol- 
lary 3.14. 
THEOREM 4.26. If 01 is a countable admissible ordinal greater than w, 
then there exists &z X C w such that 
(i) qx = (Y, and 
(ii) w1 y < 01 for every Y of lower hyperdegree than X. 
Subsequently a model theoretic proo;F of 4.26(i) based on Barwise’s 
compactness theorem was found by Friedman and Jensen [l]. Their 
argument was simplified by Grilliot [2] ;and reduced to its essentials by 
Keisler [3]. The model theoretic approach, primarily that of omitting 
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a type, does not yield the minimality property expressed by 4.26(ii)r. 
That sort of minimality is a natural side effect of forcing with pointed 
perfect conditions, the principal technique of this paper. 
Let P be a perfect set of reals. P is said to be hyperarithmetically 
pointed if the standard encoding of P by a real is hyperarithmetic in 
every member of P. By 2.2 the hyperdegrees of the members of P are 
the same as those greater than or equal to that of P. Thus P can be 
thought of as a condition that forces the hyperdegree of some generic 
real to lie in the cone of hyperdegrees greater than or equal to that of P 
without ruling out any member of the cone. The key technical problem 
associated with hyperarithmetically pointed P’s arises in the proofs of 
splitting lemmas as indicated in 3.8. The problem is to find precautions 
to take in the course of defining a contracting sequence of hyperarith- 
metically pointed perfect P’s so that the intersection of the elements 
of the sequence will be hyperarithmetically pointed and perfect. To 
make the intersection perfect never calls for much effort, but to make 
it pointed requires machinations whose minutia vary widely in the 
several situations encountered in Sections 3 and 4. 
Recursively pointed P’s were applied in [4, p. 3531 to show certain 
sequences of Turing degrees have 2-least upper bounds.2 They were 
also used with very little understanding of their nature in [SJ to prove 
every countable set of Turing degrees has a minimal upper bound. 
Recently, Friedman [6] made use of d,l pointed P’s to show that every 
countable set of A,1 degrees has a minimal upper bound. One of the 
reasons that the minimal upper bound question has been answered 
completely for Turing degrees and da1 degrees, but not for hyper- 
degrees, is that the problem of showing certain intersections of hyper- 
arithmetically pointed P’s are hyperarithmetically pointed has no 
counterpart in any of the existing applications of recursively pointed or 
A,l pointed P’s. Sequences of hyperdegrees are surprisingly less tractable 
than sequences of Turing or Aa1 degrees. 
Section 2 is largely groundwork for Sections 3 and 4; it covers: perfect 
sets, a brief review of the definitions of admissible set and hyperdegree 
and of the expressibility of a III1 relation on reals restricted to an admis- 
sible set A as a Zr relation on A, the use of local Cohen forcing to con- 
1 Simpson [22] needs 4.26(ii) to show: If V is a generic extension of L, then the upper 
semilattice of hyperdegrees of V does not include a cone of minimal covers. 
’ Deeper applications of recursive pointedness to show certain sequences of Turing 
degrees have definable upper bounds have been announced by Jockusch and Simpson [23]. 
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struct uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed perfect sets, and an applica- 
tion of unbounded Levy forcing. 
Section 3 is mainly concerned with ,the existence of minimal upper 
bounds via hyperarithmetically pointed forcing; it deals with: The 
forcing relation #A for an admissible set A that satisfies Zr dependent 
choice but is otherwise arbitrary, the nature of KA when A is an L(a), 
the forcing relation twA, and the locatj.on of least upper bounds. The 
principal technical lemma of Section 3 is 3.11, which establishes the 
equivalence of genericity in the sense of EtA with that of F~A. 
Section 4 is singlemindedly devoted to the construction of a minimal 
solution of 01 = wIX; it defines: perfect conditions on K (where K is a 
certain type of collapsing map), K-uniform pointedness, and forcing 
with complex conditions of the form (H, P), where H is a perfect 
condition on K and 9 is a term forced by H to denote a hyperarith- 
metically pointed perfect set. The principal technical lemmas of Section 4 
are 4.13 and 4.21, each of which surmounts some of the obstacles 
encountered in iterated forcing with pointed perfect sets. 
Section 5 hints at some further res,ults and mentions some open 
questions; it touches on Zm admissibility, the use of constructibly 
pointed conditions to collapse uncountable regular cardinals to wr , 
and the relation between forcing and compactness arguments, 
2. MACHINERY 
2.1. Pointed Perfect Sets 
Let p, q, r,... be sequence numbers that encode finite initial 
segments of characteristic functions of subsets of w. p, q, Y,... are called 
finite conditions. A set T satisfies p (in symbols T up) if p encodes a 
finite initial segment of the characteristic function of T. p is extended 
by q (in symbols p r> q) if every T that satisfies q also satisfies p. 
p and q are incompatible (in symbols p 1 q) if neither extends the other. 
Suppose Xij 1 pji is a function such that pji is a finite condition for all 
i < w and j < 2i. X;j 1 pii encodes a perfect subset of 2W if p$F and 
pi:::, are incompatible extensions of pji for all i < w and j < 2i. The 
perfect set encoded by hij 1 pji is 
(T 1 (i)(hj)(j < 2i 8;: T~pji)}. 
Each perfect set P has a standard encoding readily defined by thinking 
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of P as a tree with binary branching: The branches of the tree correspond 
to the members of P; the branch points correspond to the finite conditions 
in the range of the standard encoding of P. Note that the standard 
encoding of P is recursive (uniformly) in every encoding of P. 
Let P, Q, R,... ambiguously denote perfect sets and their standard 
encodings. Thus “T E P” means T belongs to the perfect set P, and 
“P &, T” means the standard encoding of P is hyperarithmetic in T. 
<, is a reducibility relation on the reals if it is reflexive, transitive and 
satisfies (2.1.1) and (2.1.2): 
(2.1.1) X recursive in Y -+ X <, Y, 
(2.1.2) x <, 2 & Y <, 2 --t x @ Y <, z. 
(X @ Y is (2n 1 n E X} u (2n + 1 j n E Y}, the recursive join of X and Y.) 
Examples of reducibility relations are “recursive in,” “hyperarithmetic 
in,” and “constructible from.” X and Y have the same r-degree (in 
symbols X -,. Y) if X <, Y and Y <, X. 
P is said to be r-pointed if 
(T)[TGP+ P <, T]; 
i.e., the standard encoding of P is r-reducible to every member of P. 
The notion of pointedness was inspired by the Kleene-Post construc- 
tion [7] of a Turing degree above those of the arithmetic sets and below 
that of the truth set for arithmetic. Their construction is a forerunner of 
forcing with recursively pointed P’s whose standard encodings are 
arithmetic. It will follow from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 that forcing with 
r-pointed perfect conditions imposes no upper bound on the r-degrees 
of generic reals. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If P is r-pointed, then the r-degrees of (T / T E P> are 
the same as those of {X 1 P <, X). 
Proof. Let X;j ] pt be the standard encoding of P. Fix an X such that 
P <,X. Define h by 
h0 = 0, 
h(i + 1) = 2(hi) if iEX, 
= 1 + 2(hi) if ;#X. 
Let T be such that T E& for all i. Clearly, T <, P @ h. Hence, 
T <, X, since P @ h <,. X. On the other hand, X <, T, since 
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X <, P @ T and P &. T. Thus X + T. In short, the natural 
homeomorphism of 2W onto P preserves all r-degrees greater than or 
equal to the r-degree of P. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If P is r-pointed and P <, Y, then there exists an 
r-pointed Q C P such that Q =7 Y. 
Proof. There exist functions f and g recursive in P such that for 
each p E P: fp and gp are incompatible extensions of p in P. ( p E P 
means p encodes an initial segment of some T E P.) qji (i < OJ & 
j < 2i) is defined by induction on i. 
qo” E p, 
qp = ffq; if if5 Y, 
= gfqi if i$ Y, 
!A21 = fgqji if iE Y, 
= ml: if i$Y. 
Let Q be the perfect set encoded by hij / qji. Clearly, Q C P and 
Q <, Y. Fix T E Q to see Q is r-pointed. Let hi be the unique j such 
that T E qji. A simple recursion on i defines Xi 1 q$ from T, f, g. Conse- 
quently Y is recursive in T, f, g becaus’e 
P <, T since T E P. Hence Y <, T and so Q <, T. Y <, Q because 
To , the leftmost path through Q, is recursive in Q. (To E qOi for all i.) 
2.4. Admissible Sets and Hyperdegrees 
A transitive set A is said to be admissible (Platek [8], Barwise [9]) if it 
is closed under the operations of pairing and set union, and satisfies all 
instances of the d, separation and bounding schemes of ZF. (A formula 
of ZF is d, if all its quantifiers are restricted.) 
A typical instance of d, separation is 
(Eb)(x)[x E b t--) .F(IC) & x E a], 
where a E A and F(x) is a 4, formula with parameters in A. 
A typical instance of A,, bounding is 
69zd~Y) F(.? Y) + w4c%,,(~Y)Y,b qx9 Y), 
where a E A and 9(x, y) is a A, formula with parameters in A. 
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The economy of the above definition sometimes obscures the fact that 
admissible sets satisfy d, separation and Z1 bounding. Consequently 
many familiar constructions can be carried out within an admissible set A. 
For example each wellordering in A is order isomorphic to an ordinal 
in A. 
For the remainder of this paper every admissible A satisfies the axiom 
of infinity, i.e., w E A. It follows that if X and Y are reals such that X is 
hyperarithmetic in Y and YE A, then X E A. Thus it makes sense to 
speak of hyperdegrees contained in A. 
A typical instance of Z; dependent choice is 
where f denotes a function with domain w and %(x, y) is a d, formula 
of ZF with parameters. Friedman has shown there exists an admissible A 
that does not satisfy Zi dependent choice. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be an admissible set and let D be a III1 set of 
reals. Then A n D is Zl over A. 
Proof. Since D(X) is 17,1 there must be an e that satisfies (2.5.1) and 
(2.5.2) for all X: 
(2.5.1) {ejX (the eth binary relation partial recursive in X) is a 
linear ordering of w. 
(2.5.2) D(X) t) {ejx is a wellordering. 
Consequently D(X) & X E A holds if and only if 
(2.53 (-@WXf Nf is an order preserving map of {e}x onto the 
ordinal 61 holds in A. 
. 
2.6. Admissible Ordinals 
For each ordinal 01 let L(a) be the set of all sets constructible in the 
sense of Godel via ordinals less than 01. 01 is admissible (Kripke [lo], 
Platek [S]) if L( ) 01 is an admissible set, or equivalently, if L(ol) satisfies the 
Zi replacement axiom of ZF (with parameters in L(a)). From now on 
,Z always denotes an admissible ordinal. b is m-finite means b E L(a). 
2.7. L(ol, T) and Z(P(,, Y) 
As in 2.1, T C w. L(o1, T) is the set of all sets constructible from T via 
ordinals less than 01. The language 9(u, 9) is the syntactical counterpart 
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of the structure L( 01, T). The primitive symbols of dp(a, Y) are: E; 
unranked set variables X, y, x ,...; ranked set variables ~8, ~8, ZB ,..., for 
each /3 < CK; existential quantifiers for all variables; and the propositional 
connectives & (conjunction) and - (negation). A set %?(a) of constants 
intended to name the members of L(o1, T) is defined by recursion on 
p < 01. 
F?(O) is {% i n << w). 
Y belongs to e/(/3 + 1). Every other member of ??(p + 1) is of the 
form @3(x0), where 9(x0) is a formula built up from the primitive 
symbols Y, and the constants in U {h?(y) 1 y < p}, and such that all 
quantified variables in 9(x”) are of rank at most /3. 
WV is U P’(P) I P < 4 h w en X is a limit ordinal less than or equal to 01. 
A sentence ?? is ranked if all its variables are ranked. The ordinal rank 
of a ranked 3 is the greatest member of {p ( (Exfl) occurs in Y] u (/3 + 1 j @ 
occurs in 31. If t E %?(a), then the ordinal rank of t is the ordinal rank of 
0 E t. 
The atomic formulas are of the form t, E t, , where t, and t, are variables 
or members of %‘(a). 
The following predicates can be defined simultaneously by recursion 
on /3 < 01: CE%?(/~) and bEL(P, T) an c d d enotes b; the ordinal rank of 
3 is at most p and 9 is true in L(fl, T). Simply keep in mind that ~0 
ranges over L(/3, T) and that the members of L(& T) are named by the 
constants of %(/3). Of course x ranges over L(a, T) and .Y is interpreted 
as T. 
2.8. Local Cohen Forcing 
Assume P E&(U). t+tg debotes the Cohen forcing relation over L(ar) 
localized at P. It is useful for constructung perfect subsets of a given 
subset as in 2.10 below and [4, p. 3501, and it has roots in Spector 
[11, p. 5881. Letp, Q, Y ,... be finite conditions on T and 9 a sentence of 
T(a, Y). p i+,’ F is defined as is the ordinary Cohen forcing relation 
over L(cx) except that all finite conditions must belong to P. For example: 
pif,PhF if f  pEPand(T)(Tcp+ncT). 
ptl-1-9 iff P E P and (Q&o~~P - [q K% .W. 
It follows that any T generic in the sense of Ec must belong to P. 
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2.9. Uniform Hyperarithmetic Pointedness 
P is hyperarithmetically pointed if 
where Gh is the relation “hyperarithmetic in.” A more tractable notion, 
needed for the forcing arguments of Section 3, is obtained by insisting on 
some uniformity. Recall that the reals hyperarithmetic in T are the same 
as the reals inL(qr, T), where wi T is the least ordinal not recursive in T. 
For each 6 < miT let (6)r be the 6th set in Godel’s standard wellordering 
of L(qT, T). His wellordering of L(wlr, T) is uniform in T, since (6) 
can be thought of as an instruction given by a ranked formula of 
9(olT, F) to be applied to an arbitrary T. Thus {6jT might be 
{x I wt T) k Wx)>, 
where P(X) is a formula of Z(~ir, Y) of rank /3 < wiT. 
P is uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed if 
(ES)(T)[T E P + P = (S}T & 6 < qq. (2.9.1) 
In other words, P is hyperarithmetically recoverable from every T via 
a procedure independent of T. Note that 6 must be less than wip, since 
Tp (the leftmost branch of P) is recursive in P; it follows that (2.9.1) 
expresses a IT,1 property of P. The next lemmas shows that the notion 
of uniform pointedness is not as restrictive as it first appears to be. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose P is hyperarithmetically pointed. Then there 
exists a uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed Q C P such that Q =h P. 
Proof. Let K(b, T) be 
T E P --+ b E OT & P is recursive in HbT. 
Clearly (T)(Eb)K(b, T) since P is hyperarithmetically pointed. K(b, T) 
is 17,l with parameter P, hence by Kreisel T[12] there is a function b, , 
hyperarithmetic in P, such that 
(T)[bT E OT & K(b, , TII. (2.10.1) 
Since Op is not .Zrl in P, it follows from (2.10.1) that there is a y0 < qp 
such that 1 b, 1 < 3/O for all T. In other words, 
(TNT E P - P EJ%G,, T)l. (2.10.2) 
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Let 9(wrp, Y, 9’) be the language that results from adding a new set 
constant B to the language 9(wrp, Y). The constants of 6p(orp, Y, 9) 
name the sets constructible from T @ P via ordinals less than wrp. Let 
cy = wrp. The local Cohen forcing relation of 2.8, K,P , is easily extended 
to all sentences of Z(OI, ,7, 9’) by interpreting B as P. Thus, for all 
q E p, 
qgnEB iff nEP, 
where “n E P” means n belongs to the standard encoding of P by a real. 
Let TO be generic in the sense of +c with respect to all sentences of 
Z(,, Y, 9). Since T,, E P, it follows from (2.10.2) that P = (S}To for 
some 6 < y,, . Since T,, is generic, there is a p, satisfied by TO such that 
PO tt % 9 = {v-. (2.10.3) 
The definition of hij 1 qji, an encoding of the desired Q, is by induction 
on i. 
4o” = PO * 
4g and q$il are incompatible extensions of qii, and for each 
m < 2, either qi& I-+,’ 3 or q$& 1;: N 3$ , where {% 1 i < w) is 
an enumeration of all sentences of 9(titrp, Y, 9) of rank ,< S + I. 
Since 6 < wlp, the restriction of H_,P 1.0 (4 1 i < w> is hyperarithmetic 
in P. It follows that Q can be defined hyperarithmetically from P. Every 
qii belongs to P, so Q C P. Every T E Q satisfies p, and is generic with 
respect to all sentences of rank < 6 + 1, hence (2.10.3) implies P = (6)T 
for all T E Q. Consequently Q is uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed. 
P is hyperarithmetic in the leftmost branch of Q, and hence in Q. 
LEMMA 2. Il. If P is IzyperarithmeticaZZy pointed and P Gh Y, then 
there exists a un;formly hyperarithmetically pointed Q C P such that 
Q =h Y. 
Proof. First 2.3 then 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. For each X EL(N) n 2w there is a Y EL(~) n 20 
such that X is recursive in Y and Y EL(w~~). 
Proof. Suppose X EL@ + 1) - L(6). According to Boolos and 
Putnam [13] there is a 2 EL(~ + 1) --L(6) such that 6 < or”. Let 
Y=X@Z. 
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2.13. L[cx, K] and Z[OI, Z-1 
From now to 4.1, K is always a function from (a - U) x w into 01 such 
that for each /3 E (a - w), Am 1 K(/I, m) is a one-one map of w onto /3. 
L[o1, K] is defined by recursion on /l < cy. 
qo, K] = w, iv=Kn((p-W) xw x/3). 
L[p + 1, K] is th e set of all subsets of L[p, K] first order definable 
over L[/3, K] with parameters in L[/$ K] u {KS). 
for every limit h < a. 
L[ol, K] will be useful in Sections 3 and 4 solely because every member 
of L[a, K] is countable in L[ol, K]. If 01 is admissible and K is generic 
in some reasonable sense, then L[ol, K] is an admissible set. One reason- 
able sense is defined in the next subsection and another, perhaps less 
reasonable, in Section 4. 
The language 9[ol, X] is developed by adding constants to the 
language of ZF (as in Subsection 2.7) so that all the members of L[ol, K] 
have names; in particular KB is named by A?. Z[,, X] also includes 
a two-place function symbol X. 
2.14. Unbounded Levy Forcing 
Let s, t, u... denote finite conditions on K. s is a finite condition with 
domain 77 and of length I if: 
(2.14.1) v is a finite subset of (Y - w. 
(2.14.2) 1 is a finite initial segment of w. 
(2.14.3) s maps 7 X 1 into 01. 
(2.14.4) For each /3 E 7, Am 1 s(/3, m) is a one-one map of I into /I. 
s is extended by t (in symbols s 3 t) if the graph of s is contained in 
the graph of t. K satisfies s (in symbols K E s) if the graph of s is contained 
in the graph of K. The Levyesque forcing relation s H-, %, where s is a 
finite condition on K and 9 is a sentence of =.?.?[a., K], is defined in the 
standard manner. For example: 
s&X(pq =s iff s@, m) = 6, 
SK,-@ i@ (t)+t - [t tkf, 31. 
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K is generic if for each 9 there is an s such that K E s and either s K, 9 
or s if, ~9. 
Suppose s has domain 7 and length 1. Then s<B denotes the restriction 
of s to 7 n j% Clearly scB > s. 
The notion of ordinal rank for sentences of 9’[,, X] is essentially the 
same as that for 9(a, Y) in Subsection 2.7. Let it suffice to say that a 
sentence of ordinal rank at most /3 is interpretable in L[/3, K], and that 
its interpretation requires values of K(lp, m) only for y < p. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose the ordinal rank of 9 is at most /3. If 
s K, 9, then s<a t+, 3. 
Proof. By induction on the ordinal rank and logical complexity of 9. 
The most interesting case occurs when 9 is of the form ~‘9’. It is enough 
to check there is no t < s<B such that t t+, 9. If there were such a t, 
then it would follow by induction that P K, 9, and consequently 
that t<e u (s - scB) t+-, 8, an impossib:ility since s > P u (s - 60). 
A formula of Z[E, X] is Z1 if it is8 ranked or of the form (Ex)~, 
where 99 is ranked. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. The forcing relation s K, 2F, restricted to Z; F’s, 
is Z; over L, . 
Proof. It suffices to consider ranked F’s only. Then, the definition 
of #, proceeds by transfinite recursion on the ordinal rank and logical 
complexity of 9. The recursion establishes that the forcing relation 
s t+,F, restricted to 9’s of rank at most @, is d, over 9(a) uniformly 
in 8. Proposition 2.15 is needed to reduc:e unbounded universal quantifi- 
cation over finite conditions to bounded quantification. For example, 
suppose 9 is ~9 and is of ordinal rank /3. Then, by 2.15, s W, 9 iff 
(t)[t = 60 & 60 > t<” -+ “(t K, Y)]. 
LEMMA 2.17. Suppose 9(x, y) is a formula of -E~[Ix, X] with no 
unranked quanti$ers. Ifs t+, (x)(Ey)9(x, y), then s K, (xp)(Ey”) F(x+‘, y”) 
for some p < (Y. 
Proof. By 2.16, there exist function.5 h and y Z1 over L(a) such that 
for each constant c E U(a) and t < s: 
h(c, t) < t & h(c, t) *, (hyy qc, yy(CJ)). 
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Since 01 is admissible there must be a p < 01 such that: 
s = 0, (2.16.1) 
if c E V(p) and t<” = t < s, then h(c, t) = h(c, t)<p and y(c, t) < p. (2.16.2) 
Fix c E %‘(p) and t < s to see that there is a w < t such that 
w K, (Ey~).F(c, yp). By (2.16.1), t<” < s, hence by (2.16.2) 
Take w to be h(c, t+) u (t - P). 
LEMMA 2.18. Suppose K is generic in the sense of I+, (2.14). Then, 
L[ol, K] is an admissible set that satisfies Z; dependent choice, and 01 is the 
least ordinal not countable in L[or, K]. 
Proof. Suppose L[or, K] satisfies (~)(Ey)%(x, y), where 9(x, y) is a 
formula of dp[o1, ,X] with no unranked quantifiers. It follows from 2.17 
that L[p, K] satisfies (xp)(Ey~)%(xo, yo) for some p < 0~. Now L[p, K] is 
a member of L[or, K], h ence countable in L[cr, K]. Thus there is a 
function f : w + L[p, K] such that f+z L[ol, K] and L[p, K] satisfies 
bv(fn,f(n + 1)). 
3. MINIMAL UPPER BOUNDS 
3.1 Hyperarithmetically Pointed Forcing 
Throughout Section 3, A is a countable admissible set that satisfies 
the Z1 dependent choice schema of 2.4. The ostensible purpose of 
Section 3 is to show that the set of all hyperdegrees in A has a minimal 
upper bound. Its real purpose, perhaps confessed too soon, is to demon- 
strate that certain perfect set constructions, readily performed when 
A = L(a) with the aid of a natural forcing relation tA, can still be 
performed, but less gracefully, when A # L(U) by means of an unnatural 
forcing relation tWA defined in Subsection 3.9. 
Let P, Q, R,... be uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed perfect sets 
as defined in 2.9. Throughout Section 3, all perfect sets belong to A; 
i.e., their standard encodings are reals in A. Let 01 be the least ordinal 
not countable in A. Clearly 01 is admissible. The forcing relation 
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P kA F, where 9 is a sentence of the language ~(Lu, .F) defined in 2.7, 
is defined by recursion on the logical complexity of 9. 
(3.1.1) 9 is ranked. P +A F iff the ordinal rank of F is less than 
wrp and 
(T)[T E P + L(o1, T) + 91. 
(3.1.2) % & 9’ is not ranked. P t+“’ 9 & % iff P K-A .F and P if A 59. 
(3.1.3) p.w)F(xS) is not ranked. P j+A (ExB).9(xfi) iff P IDA S(c) 
for some c E U(p). 
(3.1.4) P I-W (%)9(x) iff P eA (:Exs)S(xB) for some /3 < 01. 
(3.1.5) 9 is not ranked. P HA 4? iff (Q)P,Q N [Q H-J 91. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The forcing relation P ttA 9, restricted to ZI S’s, 
is Z; over A. 
Proof. Clause (3.1.4) implies that only ranked 9s need be con- 
sidered. Let 9 be any ranked sentence, and let DF be the set of all 
uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed Z’s (not just those in A) such 
that the ordinal rank of 9 is less than wiz and 
DF is 17,l uniformly in any Y such th.at wry exceeds the ordinal rank 
of 9. Now apply 2.5 relativized to a suitable Y E A. Then OF is Z; over 
A uniformly in F and Y. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each .9 and P, there is a Q C P such that Q t-tA 9 
or Q W ~9. 
Proof. Clause (3.15) makes it safe to assume .F is ranked; suppose its 
rank is 6. Since 6 < 01, and cy. is the least ordinal not countable in A, 
there is an X E A n 20 such that both P and 6 are recursive in X. By 
2.11, there is an R C P such that R E h X. The virtue of R resides in 
the fact that 6 < qR. It follows that the local forcing relation of 2.8, 
restricted to 9s of rank at most 6, is hyperarithmetic in R. 
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Define hij 1 qji, an encoding of the desired Q, so that 
so0 tt,RF, or qo” + ,” -F. 
q;t1 and q$il are incompatible extensions of qji. 
For each m < 2, either ql$ tt,” 9Ji or q$& tt,” -‘Zi , where 
{gi 1 i < W} is an enumeration of all sentences of 5?(~, Y) of rank at 
most 6. 
Since 6 < uiR, the enumeration {g{} can be taken to be hyperarith- 
metic in R, and consequently Q can be defined hyperarithmetically 
from R. Q C R since every qji belongs to R. It follows that Q is uniformly 
hyperarithmetically pointed because R is. Every T E Q satisfies qOo and 
is generic in the sense of +,R with respect to all sentences of rank at 
most 6. Consequently Q W 9 or Q K-~ ~9. 
Let {6}T be defined as in Subsection 2.9. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose S < 01. For each P there is a Q C P satisfying 
(3.4.1) or (3.4.2): 
whs,om~oHv = 4. (3.4.1) 
(Th~OIT <h @)T, 91. (3.4.2) 
Proof. The idea, as in Spector [ll], is to find a Q such that the 
restriction of (6) to Q is continuous and either constant or one-one. As in 
the proof of 3.3, P can be contracted to an R such that 8 < uiR and the 
local forcing relation p H-t,” 3, restricted to ‘Ys of rank at most 6, is 
hyperarithmetic in R. 
Case 1. Assume there is a p E R such that 
1qL3,(%&> - [q Kf @E @I” and r H-f e 4 @IFI. 
Let q,,O = p and define Aij 1 qji, an encoding of Q, as in the proof of 3.3. 
Let X be 
In I VW2 E Q & q H: ff E W-l>. 
Then (6)T = X f or all T E Q, since otherwise, there would be a q and 
an Y  in Q, and an n, such that p 3 q, p 3 r, 
q tt-,“~~{q~ and r +,Rn${S}? 
As in 3.3, Q C R, Q Gh R, and Q is uniformly hyperarithmetically 
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pointed. R Gh Q because the leftmost branch of Q is recursive in Q and 
belongs to R, and R is hyperarithmetically pointed. It follows that 
x GQ. 
Case 2. There is no p that satisfies t.he assumption of Case 1. Thus, 
for each p E R, there exist q, r and n such that 
Define Xij 1 qji, an encoding of Q, and hij 1 nji hyperarithmetically from R 
so that: For each m < 2, qi$, C qji, and either q$.., K,R 9?i or 
4&n tt,R ~‘3~ , where {Si} is an enumeration of all sentences of rank 
at most 6; also 
(I;:’ t+ ,” nji E { sy and &II;11 # tiji # {S}r* 
It follows that (S} is one-one on Q since the results of applying (6) to any 
two distinct members of Q wilI differ on some nii. Fix T E Q to see that 
the one-one-ness of (6) on Q implies 1‘ ,<,, {S)T, Q. There is a unique 
t: w --+ w such that t0 = 0 and: 
t(i + I) = 2(ti) if nii E {S}r, 
t(i + 1) = 2(ti) + 1 if nii $6 (S}r. 
Clearly T E qji iff j = ti, hence T &, t, Q. Now t & Xij 1 nji, {S}T; 
and hij / nt Gh R. Thus t \<,, Q, {S}T, since R &, Q as was shown in 
Case 1. 
3.5. +A Generic&y 
A set D is said to be A-definable if there is a formula s(x) of ZF (with 
parameters in A) such that 
D = (b / b E A and A /= F(_b)), 
where b is a constant that denotes b. fiuppose D is a set of P’s; D is 
said to be dense if 
T is +A generic if T E u (P [ P E Dj for every dense A-definable D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If T is KA generic., then: 
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(3.6.1) X & T for every X E A n 2”; 
(3.6.2) for each 6 < CL, there exists an X E A n 2” such that either 
(S)T = X OY T Gh (6)T, X. 
Proof. Fix X E A n 2w. The set of all Q such that X & Q is dense 
by 2.11 and A-definable by 2.5. Hence, there is a Q such that T E Q and 
X & Q. Then Q &, T since Q is hyperarithmetically pointed. 
Let D be the set of all Q such that Q satisfies either (3.4.1) or (3.4.2). 
D is dense by 3.4 and A-definable by 2.5. Hence there is a Q such that 
either (S)r E A n 2” or T Gh (6y, Q. 
3.7. A,, Bounding 
Assume T is HA generic. Theorem 3.13, the principal result of 
Section 3, will follow from 3.6 after it is seen that wlr < 01. To limit 
wrr by 01 it is more than enough to show L(ar, T) satisfies the A, bounding 
principle (BP): 
(n)(W F(@, 4 + m%<,(wq F(S a (3.7.1) 
where 9(~, x) is a formula of Z’(cll, Y) with no unranked quantified 
variables. (BP) is an immediate consequence of its generic counterpart 
(GBP): If P WA (n)(Ex)$(@, x), then there is a Q C P such that 
Q k-’ (n)(Ex”)sF(fi, x”) f or some 6 < a. The proof of GBP is based on 
some rather obscure manipulations in Subsection 3.11, which become 
considerably simpler when A = L(a). The problem of proving GBP 
reduces to the problem mentioned in Section 1 of what steps to take in 
the construction of a contracting sequence of pointed perfect sets so that 
its intersection will be pointed. 
3.8 When A = L(N). 
Assume P kA (n)(Ex)s(%, x) to find a Q that satisfies GBP. Thus, 
It follows from 3.2 (and the fact that & dependent choice holds in L(a)) 
that there exist functions Xn 1 P, and hn 1 an. Z1 over L(a) such that: 
PO = P and p?3 1 P?&,l > (3.8.1) 
Pn+l If A (W") qn, x8"). (3.8.2) 
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Let Q = n (P, / n < w) and S = sup{P / n < 0). Clearly Q is a closed 
subset of P. If Q were perfect and uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed, 
then it would be the case that Q ttA (n)(ExS)9(%, 9). 
Now it is routine to arrange that Q be perfect by means of the splitting 
trick of [4, 161. For each 71, P, = (J{Pnj \j < 2”), and Pz+l and P$+: 
are disjoint perfect subsets of P,j. The splitting trick raises no dust since 
any perfect set can be split effectively into two disjoint perfect sets by 
a finite condition. 
Thus the only substantial problem that arises in the construction of Q 
is how to ensure that Q be hyperarithmetically pointed. (2.10 eliminates 
any concern about whether or not Q is uniformly pointed.) The solution 
consists of requiring that Q be absolutely hyperarithmetically pointed 
Thus the hyperarithmetic recovery of Q from X EQ does not utilize X 
itself but only some ordinal recursive in X. It follows from 2.11 and 2.12 
that every hyperarithmetically pointed P EL(~) can be contracted to an 
absolutely pointed Q EL(N). The local forcing proof of 3.3 is easily 
adapted to show: If 9 is a sentence of 9’(a, Y) and P is absolutely 
pointed, then there is an absolutely pointed Q C P such that Q #A g 
or Q ttA N%. 
Now the functions hn 1 P, and Xn j P can be made to satisfy some 
additional requirements: 
(3.8.3) P, is absolutely hyperarithmetically pointed; 
(3.8.4) 6” < w1p*+1 (satisfiable by 2.11 and 2.12); 
(3.8.5) the choices of P, and 6% are always the least possible with 
respect to Godel’s standard A, wellordering of L(a). 
Fix XEQ (= n{P, 1 n < w}) to see that Q is absolutely hyper- 
arithmetically pointed. Let 
yo = sup{w,p” / n < &I>. 
Yo < w 1x, thanks to (3.8.3). The definition by recursion of An 1 P, and 
An 1 6” took place over L(cu) but by virtue of (3.8.4) did not involve any 
ordinals greater than y,, . Hence, the recursion can be visualized as 
taking place over L(wlX ) rather than L(a). By (3.8.5) the results of the 
recursion over L(a) and L(w,r) are identical, since the standard A, well- 
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orderings of L( ) cy and L(wlx) are compatible. Thus hn 1 P, and hn j 6” 
are Z; over L(wrx) as well as L(B). Since wlx is admissible, Q EL.(~+~). 
3.9. The Relation MA 
The line of argument pursued in 3.8 succeeded only because the 
assumption A = L(a) made it possible to force with absolutely pointed 
P’s. Then the recovery of Q (= n {P, 1 n < w}) from X E Q could be 
accomplished by a manipulation of ordinals rather than reals. The 
recovery of Q when A is arbitrary is based on a uniqueness feature of 
#-A expressed by 3.10, a feature that makes it possible for ordinals to do 
all the work in the recovery of Q even when A # L(m). 
According to 3.2, there is a d, formula B?(u, U, y) such that 
PtAg iff A I= (Ey) g(P, 9, Y), (3.9.1) 
whenever 9 is a Z; sentence of .ZY(,, F). The proof of 2.5 shows 
g(u, V, y) can be chosen so that it has no infinite parameters; thus it is 
absolute in nature. A useful interpretation of g(P, z y) is: y is a proof 
that P #A 9. A more extended notion of proof will be needed in (3.9.8) 
below. The d, predicate, y proves (P t/--A F), is generated by four rules. 
(3.9.2) If dY(P, F, y), then y proves (P WA 9). 
(3.9.3) Ify proves (P HA 9) and P 1 Q, theny proves (Q tl-A 9). 
(3.9.4) Suppose Q = n {Qi 1 i < UJ} and {Fi / i < o} is an 
a-finite sequence of C, sentences. If yi proves Qi kA Fi for each i < w, 
then hi 1 yi proves (Q t/-A L%~,~$). 
(3.9.5) Suppose Q C P, Q WA 9, and Q is constructed from P 
via the local forcing method of 3.3. If y encodes the construction, then 
y proves (Q WA F). 
Define 
where 9 is Z; and 6 < 01 as follows: 
(X)[X E P+ P = {8)X] ( uni f orm hyperarithmetic pointedness as in 2.9), (3.9.6) 
P+AF, (3.9.7) 
(Ey)[y proves (P t+ A 9) & (X)(X E P -+ y E L(6 + 1, X))]. (3.9.8) 
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Clause (3.9.8) will turn out to be less restrictive than it appears for 
two reasons: The construction of a P intended to force some Z; F will 
always be encodable by a y that is hyperarithmetic in P, hence hyper- 
arithmetic in X E P; and the hierarchy L(wlx, X) has an inherent 
repetiveness that can be exploited (as in 3.11) to juggle the relative 
locations of y and P. 
The y of clause (3.9.8) includes a proof that P is uniformly hyper- 
arithmetically pointed via some ordinal; that ordinal is always assumed 
to be the S of clause (3.9.6). 
It follows from (3.9.1)-(3.9.5) that there is a d, formula L%*(u, V, y) 
such that for all X and S 
x E {6)X& ({6)X, 6) HA F 
iff L(S + 1, X) + (Ey”+‘) L%*((S}“, $, y*+l). 
The formulas L%‘,,(u, U, y) and the minimal forcing relation 
(P,r) tttAF 
are defined simultaneously by recursion on y < (y. for all Zi 9’s. 
Fix y. Assume for all X and S < y: 
(3.9.9) 
x E (6)X & ({S}X, 6) WA 9, 
iff L(S + 1, X) /= (Ey6+l) .%?6({S}x, 9 y6+l), (3.9.10) 
where L%~(u, V, y) is a formula all of whose parameters are ordinals less 
than 6, and all of whose quantifiers are of rank at most 6. Define 
(P, y) ttttA @- by: 
(P, r) tt ‘4 9, (3.9.11) 
(PI Y) K A mm - py*+y aY6({8}-5-, 9 ys+y. (3.9.12) 
It follows from (3.9.9) that there exists a formula L&‘~(u, V, y) such that 
(3.9.10) remains true when S is replaced by y. 
The proof of 3.11 will clarify the definition of WA. Proposition 3.10 
singles out the property of #A needed for the proof of 3.14. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For each X and A’1 S, there is at most one (P, y) 
such that 
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Proof. By (3.9.12) and (3.9.10). 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose P +A %, where % is a L’i sentence of S?(a, F). 
Then there exists a Q C Panda A, < 01 such that Q --h P and (Q, A,) H-A %. 
Proof. By (3.1.1) and (3.1.3) t i is safe to assume that % is ranked. 
The requirement that Q be contained in P is of no real concern, since P 
can be thought of as forcing the ranked sentence % 8t % E P and 
consequently Q can be required to force % & 7 E P instead of %. 
The search for A, is simplified by perturbing the standard wellordering 
of L(wip, X). Recall the description of {S}x given in 2.9. The standard 
wellordering is derived from an onto function f: qp + L(wlp, X) whose 
graph is L’i over L(wi , p X) uniformly in X. f8 coincides with {S}x. 
-W, X) is {W I Y < % and (S}I is first-order definable over L(S, X). 
It is not difficult to perturb f so that it retains the above properties and 
yet every (6) is repeated unboundedly often at limit ordinal stages. To be 
precise: For each 6 < wr p there is a limit ordinal /3 such that , 
6 < p < qp8i (X)[{S}X = {/y]. (3.11.1) 
It follows from (3.11.1) and some further mild perturbations off, that 
there exists a limit ordinal h < wip that satisfies (3.11.2)-(3.11.5). 
(3.11.2) If 6 < A, then there exists an onto map w: o + 6 and a 
p < h such that w = {p}” for all X E P. w and p are easy to find since 
every 6 < wlP is recursive in P and P is uniformly hyperarithmetically 
pointed. 
(3.11.3) If 6 < h and Z is first-order definable over L(S, X), then 
there exists a p < h such that Z = {p}“. Furthermore, p is independent 
of X, i.e., p depends only on S and the definition of Z. 
(3.11.4) There is a fl < h such that (P, /3) ttA %. To find j?, note 
that the rank of % is less than w1 p by (3.1.1). Consequently a proof y 
(in the sense of (3.9.2)) of P +A % can be found inL(WrP, P) by paying 
attention to the details of 2.5. Since P is uniformly hyperarithmetically 
pointed, there is a y < wip such that y EL@, X) for all /3 > y and all 
X~P.By(3.11.1),thereisafl > ysuchthatp = {p}XforallXEP. 
(3.11.5) {A>” is defined in two stages. The first stage yields the same 
onto function h: w -+ X for all X E P as in (3.11.2) above. The second 
stage yields {A} * itself. If X E P, then {A}” is the perfect set R = 
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n {R, 1 n < OJ}. Th e f unctions R, and yn are first-order definable over 
L(h, X) uniformly in X E P. The dependence of R, and yn on X is 
minor, since X is used only at the outset to define R, = P; subsequently 
R ?%+1 and yn are defined from R, via the ordinals less than A: 
R, = P and Rn 3 Rn+l, (3.11.5a) 
(%+1 9 m) E-w, WY (3.11.5b) 
(R7z,l> Yn ) WA -LP or (Rn,, 3 ml KA an, (3.11.5c) 
where .GF is (,?$““+‘)2Y~J{h~}“, F , yhnfl), h is as in (3.11.5), and gs is as 
in (3.9.10). 
The local forcing argument of 3.3 is applied to satisfy (3.11.5abc). 
Suppose R, is given. Then, as in the proof of 3.3, there is an Rntl C R, 
such that 
R,+l WA -9" or R,+l t+-AS?'l. (3.11.6) 
The nature of local forcing allows R,+l to be first-order definable over 
any L(6, X) that contains R, , the ordinal hn, and a counting of hn, since 
the rank of 2P is hn + 1. In addition, the construction of R,+l can be 
construed as a proof (in the sense of (3.9.5)) of (3.11.6). Hence, by 
(3.11.1)-(3.11.3), th ere is a (Rntl , r,) that satisfies (3.11.5abc). 
The splitting trick of 3.8 can be added to the definition of RR, to 
ensure that R = n {Rn 1 n < W} is perfect. 
To obtain the desired Q and A,, first suppose there is an n such that 
(Rn,, > ml If A g’“. (3.11.7) 
Let 2 be the leftmost path through R,+l . Then 2 is recursive in Rn+l , 
and 
Jw, -q I= a’“, 
since the rank of A@ is less than A. But then 
by (3.9.10). Thus, (Q, A,) is ({hn)z, hn). 
Now, suppose there is no n that satisfies (3.11.7). Then, (3.11.5~) 
implies 
(R 4 H- A (%<A - (EyS+‘) ~d(@Y, 9, Y6f’), 
and consequently (Q, At,) is (R, A). 
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LEMMA 3.12. Let 9(#, x) be a formula of LZ’((Y, F) with no ~mm&d 
quanta$ers. Suppose P WA (n)(Ex)fl(%, x). Then there exists a Q C P and 
a 6 < 01 such that Q l-l-A (n)(ExS)F(ti, x*). 
Proof. Clearly 
Hence, by 3.11, for each n and Q C P 
W)(EyW, r) tttA (Ex) ~@‘, 4 & so- E Ql. (3.12.1) 
The effect of R KA Y E Q is intended to be the same as that of Q 3 R. 
Strictly speaking FE Q is not a ranked sentence of .9(a, Y), however 
there is no difficulty in treating it as such. 
The argument of 3.2 shows that the relation R tK-A $9, restricted to 
ZrS’s, is Zr over A. Since A satisfies Zr dependent choice, it follows 
from (3.12.1) that there exist functions An 1 Q, and An 1 yn in A such that 
Q,, = P, Q,, is uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed via y,, , and for 
all n, 
(Qn+l 9 ~n+l) ttt A P) SC% 4 & y E Qn . 
Clearly, Qn 1 Qn+l for all n. Let Q = n {Qn 1 n < w>. The splitting 
trick of 3.8 can be used to ensure that Q is perfect. 
Let X E Q to see that Q is uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed. 
For each n, yn < wIx and Qn = (Y~}~ since X E Qn . Proposition 3.10 
makes it possible to define An / yn and An / Qn by a recursion Zr over 
L(WIXP Xh,l is the least /3 such that X E @lx and 
(@Y, PI tttA VW st(?i, 4 & r E Qn . 
Thus there is a p such that for all X E Q, An 1 yn = (p}” and p < wrx, and 
consequently Q possesses the desired uniform pointedness. 
For each n, let 6, be the least 6 such that 
6, is well defined since Q C Qn . An 1 6, belongs to A by 3.2. Then 
6 = (J (6, 1 n < w} < a. 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose T is generic in the sense of tkA (3.5). Then 
ml T = ~11 and every real in A is hyperarithmetic in T. Furthermore there 
exists no hyperdegree less than that of T and greater than every one of A. 
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Proof. By (3.6.1) every real in A is hyperarithmetic in T and so 
air 3 01. For each 6 < 01, (3.6.2) implies (6}T has the same hyperdegree 
as T or some real in A. Hence, it suffices to show aiT < Q. As noted in 
3.7, it is enough to see that L( 01, T) satisfies the A,, bounding principle 
(3.7.1). Let .9(%, x) b e a formula of 9(01, y) with no unranked quan- 
tifiers. Let D be the set of all P such that either P W -(n)(Ex)2F(~, x), 
or 
&),<‘P tt A (W4 qfl, 41. 
Lemma 3.12 implies D is dense (as in 3.5). By 3.2, D is A-definable. 
Consequently, there is a P E D such that T E P, and so L(cu, T) satisfies 
(3.7.1). 
COROLLARY 3.14. If A is a countable admissible set that satisjies ZI 
dependent choice, then the set of all hyperdegrees contained in A has a 
minimal upper bound. 
Proof. If the set H of hyperdegrees of all reals in A has no least upper 
bound, then 3.13 furnishes a minimal upper bound for H. 
COROLLARY 3.15. If/3 is a countable ordinal, then the set of hyperdegrees 
of reals in L(/3) has a minimal upper bound. 
Proof. Boolos and Putnam [13] call 6 an index ordinal if 
(L(8 + 1) -L(S)) r\ 2U # 0. They show L(6 + 1) contains a one-one 
correspondence between 6 and w whenever 6 is an index ordinal. Thus 
it is safe to assume that either /3 is the limit of index ordinals or /3 is the 
successor of an index ordinal. It follows that the hyperdegree of Y is an 
upper bound for the hyperdegrees of L@) if and only if wlr > /K 
Let y be the least admissible ordinal 3 /3. Let OL be the least p such that 
L(p) n 2” = L(y) n 2”. 
OL is admissible because if cy < y, then 01 sits inside L(y) in very much the 
same way constructible aleph-one sits inside L. If 01 < /3, then the 
sought after minimal upper bound exists by 3.14. Suppose 01 > /3. Then 
(y. = y and there is an index ordinal 6 such that 01 > 6 3 j3. It follows 
there is an X EL(~) such that wix > /3. Clearly the hyperdegree of X 
is an upper bound for the hyperdegrees of L(p). X is in fact a least upper 
bound. Suppose every real in .&I) is hyperarithmetic in Y. Then, 
wiy > ,8 and X E L(a) C L(wIy, Y), since olY is admissible. 
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COROLLARY 3.16 (cf. 4.26). 01 is a countable admissible ordinal 
greater than o if and only if there is a T C w such that 01 = qT. 
Proof. Let K be generic in the sense of +, (2.14). By 2.18, L[ol, K] 
is a countable admissible set satisfying Zi dependent choice. In addition, 
the least ordinal not countable in L[ol, K] is 0~. Let T be generic in the 
sense of #A with A = L[ol, K]. By 3.13 wiT = a. 
Let F be a type n object (n > 2). F is said to be normal if *E (the 
equality predicate for objects of type < n) is recursive in F in the sense 
of Kleene [17]. isc F is the set of all reals recursive in F and was 
christened the 1 -section of F in [17]. 
COROLLARY 3.17. If F is a normal type n object, then the hyperdegrees 
of the reals in the 1 -section of F have a minimal upper bound. 
Proof. It was observed in [18] that isc F = 2w n A for some 
countable admissible A that satisfies Zi dependent choice. 
COROLLARY 3.18. Let A be a countable admissible set such that the 
hyperjump of each real in A also belongs to A. Then the hyperdegrees in A 
have a minimal upper bound. 
Proof. Let HC, be the set of all members of A hereditarily countable 
in the sense of A. The standard arguments that show that HC (the set of 
all hereditarily countable sets) is an admissible set satisfying Zi dependent 
choice also show that HC, has the same properties. The point to remem- 
ber is that the closure of HC, under hyperjump implies that every 
linear ordering of w in HC, is a wellordering in the sense of HC, if and 
only if it is an actual wellordering. 
THEOREM 3.19. Let A be a countable admissible set. Then there exist 
reals S and T such that for all real X: X E A if and only if X Gh S and 
X Gh T.3 
Proof. By a type omitting argument similar to the one given in 
Keisler [3, p. 581. Let 01 be the least ordinal not countable in A. Define 
A, to be HC, if 01 E A, and A if a $ A. A, is admissible as in the proof 
of 3.18, because HC, is closed under hyperjump when 01 E A. (It is not 
3 The original version of 3.19 assumed A satisfied ZI dependent choice and was proved 
by pointed forcing (cf. 5.2 and (5.4.1)). 
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known if HC, is admissible for every admissible A.) Also 01 is the least 
ordinal not in A, . Let Y be the following collection of sentences: 
sew, $ recursive in S (X E A n 29, 
Clearly Y is consistent and Zr over A, . Since A, is admissible, the 
argument of Keisler cited above shows Y has a model that “omits” oi. 
Thus there is a real S such that every real X in A is recursive in S and 
9 s r 01. 
Let F be the set of sentences obtained by substituting T for S 
throughout 9. 
The S and T of 3.19 are developed by constructing models of Y and F 
simultaneously, models that “omit” cy, and by interweaving some addi- 
tional steps to ensure 
(S}S = {p}T + (6)s E A, (3.19.1) 
for all 6 and p less than a. Suppose that only finitely many steps in the 
Henkinesque constructions of models of Y and 7 have occurred. Then, 
(3.19.1) can be satisfied for a fixed 6 and p as follows. Assume 6 is such 
that (6)s must be the characteristic function of a real. 
Case (i). There exists an n such that each of the sentences, {8)S(n) = 0 
and {8p(n) = 1, is consistent with the decisions made up to now in the 
construction of the Y model. Choose an m so that {p}‘(n) = m is con- 
sistent with the construction up to now of the F model. Then {8}S(n) # m 
can be added consistently to the construction of the Y model, and so 
(6js # (p>’ is guaranteed. 
Case (ii). There is no n that fits the needs of Case (i). Thus for 
each n, only one of the statements, {8}S(n) = 0 and {SjS(n) = 1, can be 
added consistently to the construction of S. Define a real B by: n E B if 
and only if (8}S(n) # 0 is a logical consequence of all the decisions made 
up to now in the construction of the Y model. That set of decisions is 
a finitely generated extension of Y, and hence, is Zr over HC, . Con- 
sequently, the hypothesis of Case (ii) implies B is d, over HC, , hence 
a member of HC, , and so (6)s E A is assured. 
COROLLARY 3.20 (cf. Theorem 5.2). Let A be a countable admissible 
set. If the hyperdegrees contained in A have a least upper bound, then, that 
least upper bound is contained in A. 
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Proof. The S and T of 3.19 force the least upper bound, if it exists, 
into A. 
Richter [19] defined and studied the following hierarchy of hyper- 
degrees associated with iteration of the hyperjump. 
h(0) is the hyperdegree of the empty set. 
h(y + 1) is the hyperjump of h(r). 
h(h) is the least upper bound of {h(y) [ y < X}, when that least 
upper bound exists; otherwise, h(A) is undefined. 
Richter defined 6 to be the least h such that h(X) is undefined. He 
showed or > 6 3 wfl, where E, is the Souslin operator and OF is the 
least ordinal not recursive in El . A more current characterization of wfl 
is: the least admissible ordinal that is a limit of admissible ordinals. 
COROLLARY 3.21. 6 = @. 
Proof. Let a be ~$1. Some of Richter’s results [I91 are equivalent to: 
(1) for each y < 01, h(r) is defined and belongs to L(a); (2) each hyper- 
degree inL( ) 1 01 is ess than h(r) for some y < (Y. It follows from 3.20 that 
P(r) I Y < 4 h as no least upper bound, since it has none in L(a). 
4. MINIMAL SOLUTIONS OF (Y = qx 
01 is a countable admissible ordinal. In Section 3 a solution X of 
a = WI X was developed in two steps. First a K was chosen generically 
using the finite conditions of 2.14 so that L[oL, K] would be an admissible 
set in which every ordinal less than 01 was countable. Then it was seen 
in Section 3 that every T generic in the sense of W, with A = L[ol, K], 
was a solution of 01 = wrx. The purpose of Section 4 is to find a minimal 
solution, an X such that no real of lower hyperdegree than X is a solution. 
Again the argument is in two steps. The second step resembles that of 
Section 3, but the first differs markedly. K is now constructed generically 
via perfect conditions that lend themselves to the splitting arguments 
needed for the desired minimality. The principal technical lemmas are 
4.13 and 4.21. Both of them deal with some of the thorny problems 
encountered in splitting arguments when the notions of pointed and 
iterated perfect forcing are combined. 
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4.1. Perfect Conditions on K 
From now on K is always a map from (a - w) x w into OL such that 
for each /I E (a - w), Xm ] K&l, m is a one-one map of w into /3 with the ) 
following property: if 
L(ar) + [/3 is a cardinal & cofinality /3 > w], (4.1.1) 
then the range of Xm ] K(/l, ) m is an unbounded subset of /3. Clearly, 
every ordinal less than cy. is countable inL[a, K]. 
Let s, t,... be finite conditions on K as in 2.14. Let H, I, J... denote 
a-finite perfect conditions on K. A typical H is given by an or-finite 
partial function Aia / s,,$ (i < w and (T E ai) that meets requirements 
(4.1.2)-(4. I .7). 
(4.1.2) If sOi is defined, then s,,~ is a finite condition on K; sOi is said 
to belong to H (in symbols s,* E H). 
(4.1.3) so0 is defined. 
(4.1.4) If s;+l is defined and ( j)j<i(+ = u-), then sOi is defined and 
sGi is extended by st+l (s,,~ > st+“). 
(4.1.5) Suppose sOi is defined. Let bOi be the set of all T E o++l such 
that sz+l is defined and ( j)j<i(~j = uj). {sl” 1 T E b6) is called the set of 
immediate successors of sOi in H. All the immediate successors of s,i have 
the same length Z,,i and the same domain qOi as defined in 2.14. The 
relevant domain dgi is the set of all fl E vOi such that /3 has property (4.1.1) 
above. 
(4.1.6) Let d,,( be (pk I k < z}. For each y E IT{/& 1 k < z}, there 
is an (miy)i<g and a r E bOi such that 
(i)i<z[s:++l(Pi , w) > %I. (4.1.7) 
The requirement imposed by (4.1.6) and defined by (4.1.7) is called 
diversijkation and is needed for the proof of complex minimization (4.21). 
{s$+l 1 7 E bOi) is said to be diversified. 
A path through H is a sequence hi / sti such that & is defined and 
s;; > s~~~l, for all i. K satisfies H (in symbols K E H) if there is a path 
hi 1 s,$ through H such that K satisfies & for all i. 
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4.2. The Forcing Relation H +, %- 
Let 9 be a sentence of the language 9[a, ,X] as in 2.13, and let H 
be an a-finite perfect condition on K. The forcing relation H #, 3 is 
similar to that of 3.1. 
(4.2.1) 9 is ranked. In this case, H We 9 iff L[ar, K] + .F true 
for every K E H. (Keep in mind the convention concerning K established 
at the beginning of 4.1. The definition of H tt-, 9 for ranked 9 refers 
only to those K’s in H that obey the convention. The existence of such 
K’s in H follows from (4.1.7).) 
(4.2.2) 9 & ‘9 is not ranked. H K, 9 & ‘9 iff H tt,, 9 and 
H tt, 9. 
(4.2.3) (Ex )k( ) B r 9 is not ranked. H +, (ExO)~(x~) iff H +, F(c) 
for some c E Y(p). 
(4.2.4) H K, (Ex).~(x) i f f  H +t, 9(c) for some c E Q?(a). 
(4.2.5) 9 is not ranked. H ti, ~9 iff it is not the case that 
1 wE 9 for any I C H. (I C H means I extends H, i.e., every K that 
satisfies I also satisfies H.) 
K is said to be generic if for each sentence P of 9[cl, .X] there exists 
an H such that K E H and either H t+, 9 or H t+, ~9. A splitting 
lemma (4.4) is needed to establish the existence of generic K’s as well as 
the validity of d, bounding (with x E K as an additional atomic predicate) 
inl[ar, K] for all generic K’s. 
LEMMA 4.3. The forcing relation H k, 9, restricted to Z; 9’s, is 
Z; over L(a). 
Proof. Suppose 6 < 01 and X is any real such that 6 < wix. The set 
of all H’s that are perfect conditions on K, and that belong to L(6), can be 
construed via indices as a set of numbers D,l in X. The indexing of the 
H’s is a slight modification of the indexing of the ordinals less than wix 
by elements of Ox. Similarly the set of all 9’s of rank less than 6 is nil 
in X. Thus, the predicate P,(H, 9), defined by 
HEL(&)&rankF < 6&HKuSt, 
is 17,l uniformly in any X such that 6 < wi*, since the universal 
quantifier on K in clause (4.2.1) of the definition of K, can be regarded 
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as a universal quantifier on reals thanks to the countability in L(w,r, X) 
of the set of all finite conditions in H. 
Let X, encode a Levyesque collapse of S to w generic over L(a). For 
example X, could be 
{(w n> I w, m) < K(S, n)}, 
where hm / K(6, m) is a one-one map of w onto S generic over L(a) in the 
manner of 2.14. Then, P,(H, 9) is 17,l in X, , and consequently is Zr 
over L(ci, X8) by 2.5. To be precise, there is a Z; formula Z(S, H, F) 
such that 
Pdffr 9) iff L(a, ;Y,) + Z(6, H, 9). (4.3.1) 
But (4.3.1) holds for all generic X8’s, hence 
PrW, 9) iff mtts --Z(S, H, .F), (4.3.2) 
where 0 is the null forcing condition, and #s is the Levyesque forcing 
relation designed to collapse S to w generically over L(a). Since 2 is Zr 
and the collection of forcing conditions needed to collapse S is a set in 
L(m), it follows that the right side of (4.3.2) is Zr over L(n) uniformly in 6. 
Hence H # %, restricted to ranked F’s, is Z1 over L(a), since it is 
equivalent to (EG)P,(H, 9). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let {F$I i < W> b e an ol-jinite sequence of Zl sentences of 
Z[m, ,X]. Suppose H is such that 
Then there exists a J C H such that (i)[J K, &I. 
Proof. Partial functions I,‘, z toi, and cmi are defined by recursion on i 
for all i < w and some u E oli. Their definitions require certain choices 
to be made. All such choices are the least possible with respect to the 
standard d, wellordering of L(ol) as in (3.8.5). It will follow from 4.3 that 
all three partial functions are a-finite. 
Let too be the null condition on K, and let IO0 be H. 
Fix i < w and u E 0~~. Assume toi and I,,i have been defined so that 
toi E I,$ and Igi is a perfect condition on K contained in H. Choose 
bOi, t:‘” and 1z+r in accord with the following requirements. 
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(4.4.1) {tt” 1 T E b,i} is a diversified set of immediate successors of 
toi inside IOi. 
(4.4.2) 
(t)[t EI5’l--+ p 3 t], 
If+1 *, & ) for all 7 E bci. 
(4.4.3) 
(4.4.4) 
The choice of I:+l is the least possible in the following sense. By 4.3 
there is a Zi formula R(I, 4) such that 
q4 k R(I, %) iff lkt,&. 
Suppose R(I, 9%) is (Ex)P(x, 1, 9$), where P is a A,, formula. Let (x0, IO) 
be the least pair (x, I) that satisfies P(x, 1, 4). Then I0 is said to be 
least among those I’s that force 5 . 
Let J be the perfect condition given by the a-finite partial function 
Aiu j tOi. 
Suppose 9$ is (Ex)‘~~(x), h w ere x is the only unranked variable in 
C?fi(x), to see J K, 5& . Let b be the a-finite set of all T E aif such that 
I:.+1 is defined. Then for each T E b, 
for some c, E V(a). By 4.3 c, can be construed as an a-finite function of T. 
Hence, there is a /3 < 01 such that {c, / T  E b) C U(p). Consequently 
If+1 prt, (Ex”) sYi(XS) 
for all T  E b, and so J H, (EX)‘?Ji(X), since J C u {I:+1 1 T  E b}. 
LEMMA 4.5. (g)(H)(EJ),,,[J tt, 9 or J +, -91. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of 9. Clause (4.2.5) makes it 
safe to restrict attention to ranked 9’s. Let (ExS)S(xo) be a ranked 
sentence. If there is an I C H such that I K, 9(c) for some c E %?(/3), 
then any such I can serve as the desired J. Suppose no such I exists. 
Then by induction 
(C),,U(B)(I)H,I(EJ)13J[j tt, -%)I> 
since 9(c) is less complex than (J%)%(X) for all c E V(p). 
(4.5.1) 
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Let f be a constant of Z’[a, ,X] that denotes a map of w onto %(/3) in 
L[a, K] for every K that obeys the convention established at the beginning 
of 4.1. Thus 
I #,f: w =+ U(P), (4.5.2) 
for every I. Consequently for each i and 1, there is Ii C I and ci E q(p) 
such that 
Ii +,fi = Ci a (4.5.3) 
By (4.5.1)-(4.5.3) 
It follows from 4.4 that there is a J C H such that 
By (4.5.2) J K, +%6)~(xB). 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5 that there exist K’s 
generic in the sense of 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 9(x, y) be a Zl form& of ~‘[LY, ,X1. Suppose 
Hlh (XWY)~P, Y) f or some p < CL. Then, there exists a J C H such 
J It, (xB)(W) .w@, YV) 
for some y < 01. 
Proof. Clearly 
Let f be a constant of 64[01, .X] with the property claimed in (4.5.2). 
Then, as in the proof of 4.5, there is a J C H such that 
It follows from 4.3 that there is an a-finite h: w + (Y such that 
(i)[J tt, (EYhi) WfC Y”91. 
Let y be sup{hi ( i < w). Then, J tkt, (x”)(Eyy).F(xO, y’). 
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THEOREM 4.7. Suppose K is generic in the sense of 4.2. Then L[IY, K] 
satisfies (x) (x is countable) and A, bounding (with x E K as an additional 
atomic predicate). Furthermore L[ol, K] has a A, (in K) wellordering. 
Proof. Lemma 4.6 implies A,, bounding holds in L[cw, K], just as 
3.12 does in the proof of 3.13. The A, wellordering of L[or, K] is derived 
from the standard order in which the elements of L[ol, K] are constructed 
from K via ordinals less than CL. 
For the remainder of Section 4 assume K is generic in the sense of 4.2. 
By 4.7 L[oL, K] is a countable admissible set that satisfies & dependent 
choice, and (y. is the least ordinal not countable in L[ol, K]. Hence the 
pointed perfect forcing argument of 3.13 is applicable to L[ol, K]. Thus 
if T is generic (in the sense of +A with A = L[or, K]), then urT = 01. The 
primary objective of Section 4 is to prove that T has the following 
additional property: 
(X)[X <h T + wlx < a]. 
Of course the proof will draw heavily upon the fact that K was construct- 
ed from the perfect conditions of 4.1 rather than the finite Levy condi- 
tions of 2.14. On the other hand it is quite possible that finite conditions 
suffice. 
4.8. K-Uniform Pointedness 
Let P E L[ol, K] be perfect as in 2.1, and let 9 be a term of P[(Y, X] 
that denotes P. B can be viewed as a function that takes K’s as arguments 
and perfect P’s as values; thus P = S(K). Only a bounded part of K 
is needed to evaluate B(K); thus P = B(KB), where /I is the rank of B 
as a term of Z[a, X]. 
P is said to be K-uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed via B and 6 if 
for all T E P: 
B < WIT and P = qq, (4.8.1) 
6 < WIT and KS = (6)T. (4.8.2) 
Clearly K-uniform pointedness implies uniform pointedness in the 
sense of 2.9, but the converse is false. However forcing with K-uniform 
P’s is the same as forcing with uniform P’s, since each one of the latter 
is readily extendible to one of the former with the help of 2.3. 
The forcing relation P #K 9, where P is K-uniformly hyperarith- 
metically pointed and F is a sentence of Z((Y, Y), is defined in the same 
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fashion as the forcing relation KA of 3.1. The only difference between 
the two is in the notion of P each employs. 
LLMMA 4.9. The relation P +K 9, restricted to 2Yl 9’s, is Zl over 
L[w Kl. 
Proof. Similar to that of 3.2. Again, most of the work is done by 2.5. 
4.10. Complex Forcing 
By 4.9 there exists a formula B” I+” F that expresses P tkK 9 as 
follows: 
(4.10.1) gs K” g is a Zi formula of L?[a, X] with 8, 6, and 9 
as free variables. 
(4.10.2) If L[a, K] /= [Y” KX 91, then B is a term of 64[01, X] 
that denotes a P that is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed via B 
and 6, F is a .Zr sentence of .Z(ol, Y) and P kK 9. 
(4.10.3) If 9 is a .L’i sentence of Z(a, 7) and P #K 9, then 
L[ol, K] /== [Y’” H” $1 f or some 9 and 6 such that P is K-uniformly 
hyperarithmetically pointed via B and 6. 
Formulas such as 9” #x LP are characteristic of iterated forcing 
situations. Define the complex forcing relation 
w, as) tt ,T by Httt, [p” H-xFl (4.10.4) 
for every Z; sentence s of Z(DI, 7). (The relation H K, $? was defined 
in 4.2.) Since % is L’r , the meaning of (H, Y6) #, 9 is: for every 
K E H it is the case that Y(K) is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically 
pointed via B and 6, and that L(ol, T) /= 9 for every T E 9(K). 
A pair (H, 9’“) as in (4.10.4) is called a complex forcing condition. LP 
is called the virtual part of (H, P*). The advantage held by a virtual 
B” over an actual B(K) is membership in L(a), an advantage used 
heavily in the splitting arguments of 4.13 and 4.21. 
From now on the ordinal superscript in (H, P”) will be omitted for the 
sake of notational simplicity. Thus (H, 9) will denote a typical complex 
condition. 
LEMMA 4.11. The complex forcing relation (H, 9) K, 9, restricted 
to Z; ps, is Zl over L(a). 
607/20/2-IO 
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Proof. By 4.3 and (4.10.4). 
PROPOSITION 4.12a. Suppose P is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically 
pointed and X E L[cu, K]. Then there exists a K-uniformly hyperarith- 
metically pointed Q C P such that X is hyperarithmetic in Q. 
Proof. Assume P is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed via 9 
and 6. Thus P = gl(Ko), where p is the rank of 9. Choose y > /3 so that 
X is hyperarithmetic in KY. (Strictly speaking KY was defined to be that 
part of K that collapses all infinite ordinals < y to w, but there is no 
harm in thinking of KY as a relation on w.) Construct Q from P and KY as 
Q was constructed from P and Y in 2.3. Let 9 be a term of P’[a, Z] 
that composes B with a description of the construction of Q from P and 
KY. Then Q = I?, since P is hyperarithmetic in KY. Fix T E Q to 
see Q is suitably pointed. As in 2.3, Q C P and KY is recursive in P, T, 
hence hyperarithmetic in T since T E P. The rank of 9 (= y) is less 
than wrr, and KY = {p}r for some p < wrr determined by y and 6. 
X Gh Q by the concluding argument of 2.3. 
Let U, V, W,... be complex forcing conditions. U is extended by V 
(insymbolsU~V)ifU=(H,8),V=(I,~),H31andI~t,B~9. 
The relation U 3 V is ZI over L(ar) by 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.12b. Suppose (H, 9) is a complex forcing condition and 
p < a. Then there exists a complex forcing condition (H, 2) C (23, 9) 
such that /I < rank S. 
Proof. Define Z? as in the proof of 4.12a. Thus rank 9 = y; and 
for each K E H, I is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed. 
LEMMA 4.13 (Complex Splitting). Let (S$ j i < W> be an a-finite 
sequence of Z; sentences of 9(ci, F). Suppose U is a complex forcing 
condition such that 
Then there exists a WC U such that (i)[W H-, FJ 
Proof. The splitting of 3.8 and 4.4 are combined. a-finite partial 
functions toi, Ini, 9$j, and r$j are defined by recursion on i for all i < W, 
some u E ~6 and all j < 2*. 
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Suppose U is (H, 9). Let I,0 be H, 9:~~ be 9, let too be the null finite 
condition on K, and let r. O,O be the null finite condition on T. 
Fix i and u. Assume tOi, Ini, Z?$j and rigj have been defined for all 
j < 2i. Choose the tt+l’ s as in 4.4. (All choices are the least possible 
with respect to the standard d, wellordering of L(a) as in (3.85)) Thus 
the tf+“s constitute a diversified set of immediate successors to toi inside 
I,i. Choose It+‘, Z?f+l’i and rf+rsj (j < 2i+1) to meet the following 
requirements. 
(4.13.1) tz;+l E I;+“’ c r,i. 
(4.13.2) (t)[t ET:+’ + tiil > t]. 
(4.13.3) ]$+I #, [rz+l.2iT and y~+L2j+l are incomparable extensions 
of riqi inside Z?$i]. 
(4.13.4) ,;+I I+, [Y; t+Wj E $+1,23 c 2i,i]. 
(4.13.5) Same as (4) with 2j replaced by 2j + 1. 
(4.13.6) (I;+‘, 2!5+l*j) +, 3 for all j < 2$+i. 
(4.13.7) Rank Z?t+l,j > fii for all j < 2i+1, where pi is the supremum 
of all ordinals occurring in the definitions of torn, I,“, 9ygi and rTJ’ for all 
m < i and p E CG for which they are defined. Requirement (4.13.7) is 
satisfied with the help of 4.12. 
The desired W is (J,9). J is given by Xiu 1 t,,j as in 4.4. For each 
K E J, 9?(K) is given by Xj 1 r$, where oi is the unique r such that K 
satisfies tTi. 
By (4.13.6) W(K) K, 3$ f or all i and all K E J. It remains only to show 
that (J, 9Z?) is a complex forcing condition, i.e., to find a 6 such that for all 
K E J, .9??(K) is K-uniformly hyperarithmetically pointed via 9 and 6. 
Fix K E J and T E W(K) to clarify the definition of 6. (The value of 6, 
of course, will not depend on the choices of K and T.) For each T, let 
(ITi, Sri) is a complex forcing condition since it is a finite union of complex 
conditions that are pairwise disjoint by (4.13.3) and (4.13.4). Again, let 
oi be the unique T such that K satisfies tTi. Since (1ti , p2$) is a complex 
condition and T E Z&(K), it follows that 
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But then by (4.13.7), sir is greater than every ordinal occurring in the 
definitions of toi, IOi, 2l*j, and r$j. Consequently these four a-finite 
partial functions are in fact wi r-finite, because all choices made in the 
course of their definitions were actually made within L(~ir), (Keep in 
mind that the standard d, wellorderings of L(a) andL(w,r)are compatible; 
see the last paragraph of Subsection 3.8.) Thus the entire construction 
outlined in (4.13.1)-(4.13.7) is an w,r-finite object. Hence 
rank W < mlT. 
In addition there is an WIT-finite partial function 13,~ such that 
KrankO,” 
0 
= {S,i}To (4.13.8) 
for all K,, EI,~ and T,, E =S?;‘(K,), i.e., Z?2,i(K,,) is uniformly K-pointed 
via Z&i and 6,i for all K. E ITi. 
Equation (4.13.8) suggests the following WIT-finite definition of Xi ! ai 
by induction on i 
00 = 0 
U(Z’ + 1) = unique 7 such that Krank% E tz” E I$ . (4.13.9) 
The correctness of (4.13.9) needs to be checked. Clearly a(i + 1) is the 
unique 7 such that K E tl+l E Izi . By 4.12b it is safe to assume rank J?$ 
is greater than any ordinal mentioned by any member of I~i. Hence 
Krank% contains all the information about K needed to single out the 
unique tffl (in &) satisfied by K. 
4.14. Generic (K, T)‘s 
A pair (K, T) is said to be generic if K is generic with respect to the 
forcing relation +, of 4.2 and T is generic with respect to the forcing 
relation K-K of 4.8. Suppose (K, T) is generic and 9 is true in 
L[oI, TJ. Then there is a P EL[c~, K] such that T E P and P KK S. 
As in 4.10 there is a formula 9 ttX F of Z[o1, X] that expresses 
P t/-K F. Thus P = 9(K) and 
Since K is generic, there is an H such that K E H and 
ff It-, [9 I+~~]. (4.14.1) 
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Formula (4.14.1) makes it possible to extend the complex forcing 
relation of 4.10 to all sentences of Z(or, Y). Let U be a complex forcing 
condition. Then U #, 9 if U = (H, 9) and (4.14.1) holds. To make 
the definition of complex forcing precise, observe that for each n > 1 
there is a Z,, formula of S?[N, X] that expresses P kK F for all Z,,Ps 
of dio(a, Y). 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Suppose 6 < 01 and 
(K pi> ttsY $L[% .x1. 
Then there exist m, (I, “9)) and (I, ‘9) such that (H, 9) 9 (I, “2) and 
(I, “22) H, {S>~(m) = v 
for all v < 2. 
Proof. There is no harm in assuming {6}Y denotes the characteristic 
function of a subset of w. Fix a generic K E H and let P = B(K). Then 
p tt, vv $-q% Kl. 
As in the proof of 3.4 there exist Q, R, and m such that 
and 
PIQ, P3R 
Q ttt, GYP4 = 0, 
R tt , W-(m) = 1; 
otherwise {6}T would be hyperarithmetic in P and hence belong to 
L[ol, K] for every T E P. Thus 
H +, (Em)(E”~)(E1~)(v)ti<2({6>~(m) = YJ & 9 3 “9). 
Hence there exist I C H and m, O%, rJ? such that (H, 9’) 3 (I, “9) and 
(A “2) tt , @v-(m) = 2, 
for all v < 2. 
LEMMA 4.16. Let 9(x, y) be a El formula of Z’(a) F). Suppose /3 < cy 
and U H-, (xS)(Ey)9(xfl, y). Then there exists a V C U and a y < CL such 
that 
v tt, (XO)(~Y’) -q@, Y’). 
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Proof 4.16 follows from 4.13 and 4.11 in the same manner that 4.6 
follows from 4.4 and 4.3. 
4.17. Unbounded S’s and Inconsistent Formulas 
Assume S < a. S is said to be unbounded via the complex forcing 
condition (H, 9) if 
Suppose S is unbounded. Let Z(z) (S)F) be the language obtained by 
replacing every occurrence of .F in the language 9(01, F) by {S}F. There 
exists a Zi formula ss(y, n) = p of 9(01, {S)F) such that for each 
YEol--Cd) 
(H, 9) K, --[An I .x,(Y) 4: flJ * Y]. (4.17.1) 
An 1 N,(y) n) is simply the first counting of y constructible from {S}y via an 
ordinal less than 01. 
A set S of sentences of =Y(ol, (S}s) is said to be pairwise inconsistent if 
the conjunction of any two distinct members of S is false in L((Y, {S}r) 
for every T. 
The next three propositions isolate the splitting of finite conditions 
on K needed for the proof of complex minimization (4.21). 
PROPOSITION 4.18. Suppose 6 is unbounded via (H, 9’)) t E H and Y 
is an ol-$nite diversi$ed set of immediate successors of t in H. Then there 
exist a-finite sets {s, 1 p E b), {sQ 1 p E b} and {(H, , gD) / p E b) such that: 
(sO 1 p E b) is a diversi$ed subset of 9; {gQ ) p E b) is a set of pairwise 
inconsistent ranked sentences of 9(0(01, (S}r); and s, E H, , (H, 9’) 3 (H, , .YJ 
and (H, (8,) H-, FO for all p E b. 
Proof. Recall from 4.1 that all immediate successors of t in H have 
the same relevant domain d. If d is empty, then the conclusion of 4.18 
can be satisfied trivially by setting (so ] p E b) equal to a singleton (s> for 
some s E 9’. Thus suppose d is {/$I i < z}, where z > 0. As in 4.1 
L(ar) + [pi is a cardinal & cofinality pi > w], (4.18.1) 
for all i < x. Y is diversified, hence for each y E 17(/3, j i < z}, there is 
an (niy)i<z and an s E Y such that 
&z[~(Y~ 7 %‘> > %I* (4.18.2) 
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It follows from (4.18.1) that (r~?)~~ can be chosen independently of y; 
i.e., there exists an (EZ~)~<~ such that for each y E 17(/J 1 i < z}, there is 
an s E Y such that 
(h&b% > ni) > ri1. (4.18.3) 
Call two members of x say sr and s2 , equivalent if si(& , ni) = 
s2(fli , ni) for all i < x. Form 9, C Y by choosing just one member 
from each equivalence class of Y. The advantage of YO over Y is that 
distinct members of YO correspond to distinct members of IT{& [ i < .z}. 
(S corresponds to (s(/?,, , no),..., 4L, > s-d).) Thus, 8, = {s,, I P E 4 
where c C 17(pi / i < z>. YO is diversified thanks to (4.18.3). 
For each p E c there is an (v.z~P)~<~ and an (H, , g,,) C (H, 9) such 
that s,, E H,, and 
where Y, is the Zi formula of (4.17.1). By 4.11 rno can be regarded as 
an a-finite function of p. Hence the same reasoning that established 
the existence of (n& in (4.18.3) 1 a so establishes the existence of an (mi) 
such that for each y E c, there is a p E c such that 
(i)i&j > yi & miD = mi]. (4.18.5) 
Let b be the set of all p’s that satisfy (4.18.4). For each p E b, let Fp be 
(i)i<z[mPi Y %) = Pil. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. Suppose t E H and 
for all j < i. Then, there exist ol-Jinite sets {so / p E c}, (SDj 1 p E c> and 
W. p 92) I P E 4 (.i < ‘1 z such that: (s, 1 p E c} is a diversified set of 
immediate successors oft in H; for each j < i, {S$J’ 1 p E c} is a set of pairwise 
inconsistent ranked sentences of Z(q (6)s); and s, E H,, , (H, @) 3 (HO ,9:) 
and (H,, ,92) /+, FOj for all j < i and p E c. 
Proof (By induction on i). Ifi= l,apply4.18withPasPOandY 
as the set of all immediate successors of t in H. Assume that i > 1, and 
that the or-finite sets {sO 1 p E c>, {4z-,j I p E c} and {(HP, 92) I p E c} (j < i) 
satisfy the conclusions of 4.19. It is safe to assume {s, I p E c} has the 
same form as YO in the proof of 4.18. Thus c C 17{/3, 1 i < z} and s, is 
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the unique member of {so 1 p E c} with the property that s&Ii , ni) = pi 
for all i < x. 
For each p E c there is an (rn,~)~<~ and an (I,, ,.??:) C (Ho, 9s) such 
that s, E I, and 
where X, is the Zi formula of (4.17.1). A s in the second half of the proof 
of 4.18, there is an (mi) such that for each y E c, there is a p E c such that 
(i)i<,[pi > yi & ??q = rni]. (4.19.1) 
Let b be the set of all p’s that satisfy (4.19.1). For each p G b, let e be 
(i)&X6(pi , mi) = pi]. Then the a-finite sets {so / p E b}, (9: 1 p E b} and 
{(I0 , 92) 1 p E b} ( j < i + 1) satisfy the conclusions of 4.19. 
PROPOSITION 4.20. Suppose t E H and 
(H, 95) If, [WI”‘” = ci& {S}Z $L[ol, sf]], 
for all j < i. Then there exist w$nite sets (s, 1 p E c}, {FDj j j < i & p E c} 
and {(HP , YOj) 1 j < i & p E C} such that: (sp j p E c} is a diversi$ed set of 
immediate successors of t in H; {%i 1 j < i & p E c} is a set of pairwise 
inconsistent ranked sentences of Z(a, (6)s); and s, E H,, , (H, @) 3 (Ho ,9pj) 
and (Ho , Si) k, %j for all j < i and p E c. 
Proof. Consider the a-finite sets supplied by Proposition 4.19. They 
satisfy all the claims of 4.20 save one: pairwise inconsistency of the 
members of (SDi ] j < i & p E c). But 4.19 does provide inconsistency 
for the members of {Fj / p E c} for each j < i. Hence the missing 
inconsistency can be realized by developing a set (3~’ 1 j < i> of pairwise 
inconsistent sentences of -??(a, (S}Y), and then replacing each 52 by 
%j & $V. It also will be necessarily to contract c to b and (H,, ,9:) to 
(ID , Z?,,j) in such a way that: {s, / p E b} is a diversified set of immediate 
successors of t in H; and s, E I, and 
for all j < i and p E b. 
Each 3j is of the form i&(9$ 1 k # j & k < i}. The S’,$ are defined 
by means of a process with (i) stages. A typical stage is devoted to choosing 
a single pair (gk , j gfi”) of inconsistent ranked sentences of 5?(a, (8)y). 
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For the sake of notational simplicity, only the first stage is described; 
it has all the features of the later stages. 
The first stage is a search for 9?r” and go l* their existence will follow , 
from the premise that (II, 9O) K, [{Sy 4 L(a, K)]. By 4.15, for each 
p E c, there exist rn~ and (JO , “9,) C (HO, 92) such that 
for all v < 2. As in the second half of the proof of 4.18 there is an m 
and a b, C c such that {s, 1 p E b,} is a diversified set of immediate 
successors of t in H and rnp = m for all p E b, . (4.18 relied on the fact 
that if a diversified set is divided into countably many parts, then one 
of those parts is diversified.) 
For each p E 6, there is a v < 2 and an (ID ,a,) C (J,, , Y‘,‘) such that 
u, 9 g&J H-, w-(m) = v”. 
As in the previous paragraph there is a w < 2 and a b, C b, such that 
(sP / p E b,) is a diversified set of immediate successors of t in H and 
v” = w for all p E b, . Let gIo be [{SY(m) = 1 - w] and let go1 be 
[{8)r(m) = w]. Th en each p E b, has the following properties: H, 1 ID, 
PO-J Cl-to)2 
0 
gP1r>g 
07 I) 0) 
(I, ) (l-W)L&) K, syo" & 310, 
and 
(4 ,901 H-m %’ & gol. 
Each of the remaining (i) - 1 stages has the same pattern of contractions 
of forcing conditions and diversified sets as the first stage. 
LEMMA 4.21 (Complex Minimization). Suppose 
(ff, 9) H-, [d@ = a & {6}y $L[a, SC]]. 
Then there exists a (J, W) C (H, 9) such that 
Proof. The stratagems of 3.4 (Case 2) and 4.13 are combined. (I,$?) 
will be defined so that (6) is one-one in the following sense: suppose 
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Ki E J and Ti Ed (i < 2); if (K, , To) # (K, , T,), then {Sp # 
{S}rl. The one-one-ness of (6) wi 11 make it possible to recover (KrankW, T) 
from {a}= whenever K E J and T E 9(K). 
a-finite partial functions t,i, I,,i, Z?,$j, rjgi, and flt,j are defined by 
recursion on i for all i < W, some 0 E ai and all j < 2i. The definition 
proceeds as in 4.13 with no change in (4.13.1)-(4.13.5) and (4.13.7), but 
with (4.13.6) replaced by (4.13.6*) below. 
(4.13x5*) 
where {99~+l~j 1 j < 2i+1 & 7 E hoi} is a set of pairwise inconsistent ranked 
sentences of A?(,, {S}y). R e q uirement (6*) is satisfied with the help of 
4.20 and 4.15. By 4.20 there exist (J:+l, 9$j) and %-$i ( j < 2i and 
T E hoi) such that: tg+l E Ji+l, 
and Fy’s constitute a set of pairwise inconsistent ranked sentences of 
9(a, (6y). By 4.15, there exist It+‘, .9$+1*2j, A?f+l~~~+l, and rnf*i (j < 2i 
and T E b,i) such that: tjfl E It+l, 
<p, gyp ((Is+l, q+l.Zi), (4.21.1) 
(pl, g+l,Z~ ) #, @}q7z~~) = 0, (4.21.2) 
and (4.21.1) and (4.21.2) with 2j replaced by 2j + 1 and 0 by 1. Then, 
~~f+l,zi is [T$T~ & {s}T(mtvi) = 01 and 9:+1<2j+l is [F:Y~ & {S}F(mt,j) = 11. 
Define (J, 9) as in 4.13. The argument given in 4.13 to show (J, ~2-2) is
a complex forcing condition still holds. Fix K E J and T E.!%(K) to see 
how to recover (K rank9, T) from {S}* by a uniform method encoded by 
an ordinal less than a. Kranka corresponds to a unique path through J. 
Thus there is a function oi such that 
K rank5t = u {tit 1 i < w}. 
Similarly there is a function hi such that 
{T} = n {2&~(KrankB) 1 i < w}. 
Thanks to (4.13.6*) a simple recursion on i yields oi and hi: 00 = 
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h0 = 0; (o(i + l), h(i + 1)) is the unique (~,i) such that 7 E b:$ , 
j < 2i+1 and 
qa, (6)T) /= ctf;++l*j. 
The functions oi and hi belong to L(a, {&IT), because the entire construc- 
tion of (J, 9%) can be viewed as an element of L(a), and because just one 
of the ranked sentences $+‘~j (T E bCi and j < 2i+1) is true in L(or, (6)r). 
LEMMA 4.22. Let K be generic in the sense of 4.2. Suppose that the set 
of all /l < CII such that 
L(a) + [/3 is a cardinaz] 
is not bounded below 01. Then wlx < o1 for every X E L[ol, K]. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a term c of rank y < 01 such that 
,ClKY) = 01 
1 
In addition there is an H such that K E H and 
H #,t.olC = 01. (4.22.1) 
Let /3 be a cardinal in the sense of L(ol) such that c, H E L(p). A sequence 
{In j n < W} of perfect conditions on K is defined by recursion on n. 
I, is H. I,+1 is the “least” I such that 
I, 1 I and Itta[nEOCl 
if there is such an I; if not, 1,+i is I, . [n E Oc] is a Zr sentence of -Y[E., X] 
that says n is a notation for an ordinal recursive in c(Xy). Least means 
least with respect to the standard A, wellordering of L(m). Since /3 is an 
L(a)-cardinal, L(p) is a Zi substructure of L(a). It follows from 4.3 that 
each I, EL@). Al so, if 1, K, [n E O”], then 1, forces n to be a notation 
for an ordinal < fi. 
Let J be n (In / n < w}. The splitting argument of 4.4 can be used 
to ensure J is a perfect condition on K. Then J t+, wit < /3, an impos- 
sibility according to (4.22.1). 
4.23. K as a Bounded Set 
Let Z* be the set of all /3 < CII such that 
L(or) + [p is a cardinal & cofinality /3 > w]. 
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When Z* is not bounded below 01, Theorem 4.26 follows fairly directly 
from Lemmas 4.21 and 4.22, but when Z* is bounded, a modification of 
4.21, namely 4.25, is required, 
Suppose the supremum of 2” is & < CY. Clearly 13, is anL(or)-cardinal. 
If /3= E Z*, define Z,* = {pm}. If pm $ Z*, define Z,,* = {& 1 i < w}, 
where hi / /3i is an a-finite sequence of members of Z* whose supremum 
is pm . Z,,* is used to simplify the convention on K stated in 4.1 as 
follows: K is a map from (Z,* - w) x w into pm such that if p E Z,,*, 
then the range of hm 1 K(/3, m is an unbounded subset of /3. The new ) 
convention on K implies K EL[IY, K] as well as 
L[ar, K] + (X)(X is countable). 
When working with the new convention, it is convenient to reduce the 
collection of forcing conditions H, I, I,..., of 4.1 to those that mention 
only those /I’s in Z,,*. Since Z,* is countable, no difficulty is caused by 
requiring that each forcing condition H mention every member of Z,*. 
Thus each path through H is the complete graph of a map from 
(Z,* - w) x w into flrn . 
Let (n>” be a term of 3[a, X] that denotes a map from (Z,* - o) x w 
into Pm . The n is said to be unbounded via H if 
for all /I E Z,*. 
H tt, [Am I WV, 4: w -7$& PI, 
Let ~[oL, {n}“] be the language obtained by replacing every occurrence 
of X in the language J.Y[,, X] by {n}“. A set S of sentences of Y[CII, {n}“] 
is said to be pairwise inconsistent if the conjunction of any two distinct 
members of S is false in L[or, (n}X] for every K. 
LEMMA 4.24. Suppose n is unbounded via H as in 4.23, t E H and 9’ 
is an ol-jinite diversi$ed set of immediate successors of t E H. Then there 
exist a-Jinite sets {so 1 p E b), {FD 1 p E b} and {HO 1 p E b) such that: 
{so 1 p E b} is a diversi$ed subset of 9’; {E / p E b} is a set of pairwise 
inconsistent ranked sentences of 6p[~, (n}“] ; and s, E H, , H 1 H,, , and 
H, +t,.%,for a2lpEb. 
Proof. Same as that of 4.18 with G%$ replaced by {n}X, and (H, 9) by 
H. Thus (4.18.4) becomes 
H tt, (~)i<zrb4z@i 7 w) = PA 
and z becomes (i),<z[{n}x(/3, , mi) = pi]. 
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LEMMA 4.25. Suppose n is unbounded via H as in 4.23. Then there 
exists a J C H such that 
Proof. Similar to, but much simpler than, the proof of 4.21, with 
4.24 taking the place of 4.20. J is defined so that n is l-l on J, thereby 
making it possible to recover K from {n}” when K E J. 
As in 4.21, a-finite partial functions I,{, t,i, and 90i are defined by 
recursion on i for all i and some u E 01~. IO0 = H and too ~1~~. The tt++l’s 
constitute a diversified set of immediate successors to tmi inside &,,i. 
In addition the following requirements are met with the help of 4.24. 
tSfl E I;+1 c Iof, (4.25.1) 
(t)[t E I:‘1 - t y1 > t], (4.25.2) 
p *, FTi, (4.25.3) 
where the FTi’s in (4.25.3) f orm a set of pairwise inconsistent ranked 
sentences of 9[a, {n}“], 
Let J be the perfect condition given by hiu 1 tOi. Fix K E J to see how 
to recover K from {n}” by a uniform method encoded by an ordinal 
less than a. K corresponds to a unique path through J. (Keep in mind 
that the conventions on K and J established in 4.23 hold throughout 
4.24 and 4.25.) Thus there is a function ai such that 
A simple recursion on i yields ui. a(i + 1) is the unique T such that 
e, Pm I= Ei. 
THEOREM 4.26. Let cy. be a countable admissible ordinal greater than w. 
Then there exists an X C w such that 
(i) wix = ol; 
(ii) (Y)[Y <h X--t 0~ir < a]. 
Proof. There are four cases of which the third is the most trouble- 
some. 
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Case 1. 
There is an X EL(~) such that wlx = 01. Every such X satisfies (ii), 
since every real in L(a) is hyperarithmetic in every Y with the property 
that wrr >, 0~. 
Case 2. 
Z* (defined in 4.23) is empty and the hypothesis of Case 1 does not 
hold. Thus L(a) satisfies (x) ( x is countable). Let T be generic in the 
sense of 3.5 with A equal to L(a). The argument of 3.8 shows wiT < 0~. 
By (3.6.1), tilr 2 a. Suppose Y Gh T and wly = 01. Then Y $L(or) 
since Case 1 does not hold. Consequently T Gh Y by (3.6.2). 
Case 3. 
Z* is an unbounded subset of o1. Let(K, T) begeneric in thesenseof 4.14. 
It follows from 4.12a that uiT > LY, and from 4.16 that mlT < CII. Suppose 
Y & T and wiy = 01. Then, Y 4 L[a, K] by 4.22 since Z* is unbounded. 
Consequently T Gh Y by 4.21. 
Case 4. 
Z* is bounded and nonempty. Let K be generic as in 4.2, but with 
the stipulation that all forcing conditions H, 1, I,... obey the conventions 
of 4.23. Thus +, is defined as in 4.2 save for the limitations on K and 
H, I, J ,... imposed by 4.23. 
Subcase 4a. There is an X EL[c.+ K] such that olr = 01. Suppose 
Y & X and wly = ar. Then there is an n < 01 and an H such that n is 
unbounded via H (as defined in 4.23), and such that {n}” is encoded by 
a subset of w hyperarithmetic in Y. But then K E L[cr, {n}“] by 4.25, and 
so x <‘h Y. 
Subcase 4b. The hypothesis of Subcase 4a is false. It is safe to assume 
there is a T such that (K, T) is generic in the sense of 4.14, but with the 
stipulation that all forcing conditions H, 1, J,... obey the conventions of 
4.23. Now proceed as in Case 3 with 4.22 replaced by the hypothesis of 
Subcase 4b. 
5. FURTHER RESULTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
Let n > 1. An ordinal 01 is said to be & admissible if L(a) satisfies 
Rep(n), the replacement axiom schema of ZF restricted to C, formulas. 
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For each real T, o& is the least (Y such that L(cll, T) satisfies Rep(n). 
A real S is ,& recursive in T if S GL(w&, T). Two reals have the same 
zl, degree if each is Zn recursive in the other. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let OL be a countable Z, admissible ordinal greater 
than w. Then, there exists a T such that: 
(i> w,q$ Y T Ea. 
(ii) CO& < 01 for every S of lesser 2& degree than T. 
For n > 1 a T with property (i) was first discovered by Jensen. 
A sketch of the proof of 5.1 was given in [20]. That sketch should not be 
difficult to complete after a reading of Section 4 of the present paper. The 
appropriate notions of pointedness are as follows. P is .Zn pointed if 
(T)[TEP+ PGL(w‘C; T)]. 
P is uniformly Zl, pointed via 6 if 
(T)[TG P + P = {6}‘& 6 < w;n]. 
The proof of 2.10 can be modified to show: Each Z% pointed P contains a 
uniformly Zm pointed Q of the same Zn degree as P. Note that 2.2 and 2.3 
hold for .Z, pointedness. 
P is K-uniformly Zl, pointed via 9 and 6 if for all T E P: 
B < dn and P = qlq, 
6 < cu& and KB = {S}? 
When n > 1, the proof of Lemma 4.13 (complex splitting) needs only 
one substantial change to make it work for & 9$‘s and complex conditions 
whose virtual components are 2% pointed. Requirement (4.13.7) is 
augmented by 
(a -=~+r .%’ means every .Zm sentence with parameters in GZ is true in B 
if it is true in a.) It then follows from the elementary chain principle that 
JyPBi) <n-1&4. (5.1.1) 
The forcing relation tt, restricted to .&,, formulas is Z, , hence (5.1 .I) 
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implies that the (It+‘, ~$?t+l1j ) chosen in L(a) to force S$ could just as well 
have been chosen in L(sup( &). Thus, as in 4.13, the entire construction 
of (1, g’) is an w&-finite object when T E 9(K) for some K E J, since 
in that event WT > supi /Id . Note that the predicate L(p) <+r L(a) 
is Zl, over L(a). 
Call a transitive set A Zl, admissible if it is closed under the operations 
of pairing and set union, and satisfies the A, separation and bounding 
schemas of ZF (cf. 2.4). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a countable &, admissible set that satisjies & 
dependent choice. Then, the & degrees contained in A have a minimal upper 
bound; ;f they have a least upper bound, then, that least upper bound is 
contained in A. 
The proof of 5.2 is similar to that of 3.14. The only difference is the use 
of an elementary chain argument as in 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a countable standard model of ZF and V = L. 
Suppose G?+? is a regular uncountable cardinal of M. Then there exists a 
T C o such that: 
(i) M(T) is a model of ZF in which X is the least uncountable 
cardinal; 
(ii) ;f S E M(T) and M(S) has the same properties as M(T) in (i), 
then M(S) = M(T). 
The proof of 5.3 for X = wa is due to Prikry. A T with property (i) 
was given by Jensen and Solovay in [21]. The proof of 5.3 is similar 
to that of 4.26. The appropriate notions of pointedness are as follows. 
P is constructibly pointed if 
(T)[TE P-t PEL(T)]. 
P is uniformly constructibly pointed via 6 if 
(T)[TE P+ P = {6}T&8 < op], 
where of is the least uncountable cardinal of L(T). P is K-uniformly 
constructibly pointed via B and 6 if for all T E P: 
P = 9(KB) and j3 < wf@‘, 
Kfi = {S>T L(T) and S < w1 . 
Of course, P, p, and 6 belong to M. 
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5.4 Questions 
(5.4.1) Suppose A is a countable ,JCm admissible set such that the .Zm 
degrees contained in A have a least upper bound. Does that least upper 
bound belong to A ? If it is assumed that A satisfies Zn dependent 
choice, then the forcing argument of 5.2 provides an affirmative answer. 
The compactness argument of 3.20 does not require Zm dependent choice 
but appears to succeed only when n = 1. It is tempting to think that 
there exist compactness theorems for C;, admissible sets (n > 1) sub- 
stantially different from Barwise’s for the Zr case. 
(5.4.2) Does every countable set of hyperdegrees have a minimal 
upper bound ? 
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